
EDUCATION

WORK EXPERIENCE

PERSONAL SKILLS

MOHAMED FOAD
 security guard

A vigilant guard with 7 years of experience in security services. I have
excellent communication skills and the ability to pay attention to the
smallest details. Physically strong and able to monitor through security
cameras. My extensive experience in the field of guarding attests to my
ability to resolve conflicts in the most peaceful way. 

A highly organized and hard-working individual looking for a challenging
role in a reputable organization to utilize my technical, and management
skills for the growth of the organization as well as to enhance my
knowledge about new and Also an organized security guard 

 Egypt 

 Egypt 

 01-11-1995

 male

 mohamedfoad665@gmail.com

 01016061780

02-2013    05-2015
Rashid Industrial Technical Secondary School

Technical Diploma industrial

11-2015    10-2017
Falcon Company 
security guard

Ability to arrange tasks, work under pressure, and work independently 

The ability to deal with others in an educational and modern way 

12-2017    09-2021
a company G4s
security guard

A physically fit security guard committed to performing his duties at the highest levels. I possess
exceptional customer service skills along with the ability to excel in any work environment. Have
a mindset for continuous improvement and training. Familiar with the latest crime prevention
techniques. I enjoy flexibility, which allows me to juggle a number of tasks to ensure service
standards are met. 

11-2021    present 
a company ERIS 
security guard

Security Management –   Understanding the basics of security, including identifying an
organization's assets and developing and implementing policies and procedures to protect
them. Security Systems/Framework – Working knowledge of industry-standard systems,
processes and frameworks. Risk Assessment/Prevention – Conduct security risk assessments,
and formulate relevant safeguards policies and procedures. Camera/CCTV monitoring – operate
surveillance equipment, report suspicious behaviour, manage suspicious behavior and liaise with
authorities if necessary. Routine Patrols – Conduct regular patrols and protect assigned
property. 

 Networking, negotiating, and problem-solving skills

 Able to work on my initiative or as part of a team

 Excellent conceptual and analytical skills

Managing tasks and problem-solving skills

 Detail oriented, strong organization and a high degree of accuracy

 Analysis and Decision-Making skills

CV-GULF.COM

https://cv-gulf.com/


SOFTWARESKILLS

communication Web-
sites



Microsoft Word 

Internet 

LANGUAGES

English 

Arabic 


Basketball


Reading


Swimming


Hit the fire

HOBBIES

Security teams response course to emergency situations 
Strategic course to combat riots in vital facilities 
Certificate course in supervising security operations 
Certificate course in security teams’ response to emergency situations 

TRAINING COURSES

CV-GULF.COM

https://cv-gulf.com/



